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BP24: OPEN CALL

CONTEMPORARY  DEMONS



Bosch Parade edition 2024 aims to raise contemporary 
demons from the waters of ‘s-Hertogenbosch. 
Bosch Parade is a floating multidisciplinary parade of 
15 to 20 contemporary art projects inspired by a theme 
central to the work of Hieronymus Bosch.

Until Wednesday 19 April, artists and creators can submit 
a plan that relates to the theme ‘contemporary demons’ 
to compete for a place in this edition. Describe the angle 
from which you will approach this theme. What story 
does your image or performance tell in the two to three 
minutes that it gets the audience’s full attention? What is 
happening? And how does it relate to the water, the banks 
and the fact that it is part of a larger presentation? 

During the month of May, the artists who, in the eyes of 
the jury, have submitted the most interesting proposals 

OPEN CALL EDITION 2024
Hieronymus Bosch, eat your heart out, 
the world in 2024 exceeds the wildest surrealist scenarios of your paintings.
Our times are pregnant with the impending apocalypse. 
Demons are rattling at all the gates of our existence: 
They hang above the rooftops like menacing plagues, 
they grow from cocktails of algorithms and data, 
and pop up on newsfeeds and social media ... 

will be invited for an interview. Here, in addition to quality 
and originality, consideration will be given to how the 
chosen projects can be used to tell a coherent story to the 
public.

Bosch Parade is a professional organisation. The artistic 
team consists of: Miesjel van Gerwen (artistic director), 
Sarah Moeremans (director), Aart Strootman (composer) 
and Joachim Robbrecht (dramaturge). We work according 
to the Fair Practice Code, the Governance Code for Culture 
and the Diversity and Inclusion Code.

Bosch Parade edition ‘Contemporary Demons’ will take 
place in ‘s-Hertogenbosch from 20 to 23 June 2024. 
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 inspirational text

CONTEMPORARY DEMONS  
JOACHIM ROBBRECHT 

As they drifted past on their nuclear-powered cloud 

They came to the realisation that they had created a monstrosity

They decided to destroy their creation

punched holes in the crystal atmosphere

and summoned all the means of extermination

Some put big spoons through the holes and stirred the winds to create hurricanes 

Others stirred viruses through the datasets of steaming supercomputers

Some covered the earth with thick packs of ice and snow

Others struck hard with meteorites and missiles

But to no avail
The all-scorching sun that melted the snow

And the strange willpower and ingenuity that lurks in all living things

Exposed fragments of the old world

Even though it looked like a pellet vomited by a colossus of an owl

yet here and there something still seemed to be moving, panting, scurrying or squeaking

Tired of exterminating, they watched how the situation would develop

And realised they should have proceeded more methodically

Because somewhere, over time

a lemon or cherry seed or maybe an walnut germinated

A few remaining frogs began busily mating around toxic pools 

And caressed their deformed offspring

Humanoid survivors searched the landscape for edibles

-A rusty can of cat food was a feast- 

And made love in car wrecks 
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It did not take long
Before dragonflies and flies danced around something that looked like a stream

Animal and human danced through the ashes of burned-down nightclubs

 
And a little later still
Even drones again danced around small fortresses and

satellites in golden robes across the universe

Entire cities were pulled from beneath the mud 

and their street plans reconstructed 

Trees bore fruit again

Jewels appeared on ears and arms 

Yes everything -or at least more than thought- 

Seemed to frolic and flourish again

A flourishing whose success was reflected in the thickness of novels

the depth of mines and the height of smoking heaps of waste

They understood that their creation was irreversible

And their vindictiveness was now so great that they 

Decided to bully and torture this world until the end of time

They invented the cruellest diseases from which birds lost their feathers 

and cyborgs lost their sanity 

In laboratories, they bred aggressive fungi and virus variations

They created nightmares in huge film studios 

which they blew into children’s ears at night 

And orchestrated wars and nuclear disasters

They wrapped the atmosphere in dark damp cloths to smother the world

Smothered in darkness

But to no avail
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YOUR PALETTE 
FOR BOSCH PARADE
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From 20 to 23 June 2024, Bosch Parade will organise its 
10th edition under the theme ‘Contemporary Demons’. The 
supporting open-air studio with pop-up restaurant ‘Garden 
of Earthly Delights’ will be open from 23 May to 23 June. 

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR IN A 
WORK FOR BOSCH PARADE? 
We are looking for work that fits the theme and our 
palette. Moreover, we are looking for makers who dare 
to transcend themselves. Sarah Moeremans: “Give two 
actors both a sword. The first thing they do is stab each 
other. The second thing they do is stick the sword up each 
other’s backsides. The third thing they do is unexpected 
and creative. Those are the proposals we are looking for.”

WHAT IS BOSCH PARADE?

BOSCH PARADE 
SELECTS PLANS 
THAT:

BOSCH PARADE 
REJECTS PLANS 
THAT:

DO! DO NOT!

Fit within the theme 
'Contemporary demons'

Do not fit within the theme
Consider this open call 
well

Submit last day

Fit within the given palette of 
Bosch Parade 

Cannot be placed on the 
water 

Read the Bosch Parade 
Survival Guide

Submit a plan that does 
not meet our call

Are submitted by professional 
creators

Are direct replicas of Bosch's 
work 

Think about how to 
involve people in your 
work 

Fail to send all 
requested documents 

Are visually appealing, 
thought-provoking or 
otherwise 'urgent'

Are submitted by non-
professional makers

Think about how your 
work can be used more 
often 

Submit existing work

Fit into the 'parade' concept Have no social impact
Check whether the dates 
fit into your calendar 

Underestimate the 
complexities of work on 
water

Are open to collaboration 
with the artistic team and the 
Bosch Parade Community 

Send all requested 
documents and 
complete the 
questionnaire in full

Are inspired by or refer to 
the demonic images of 
Hieronymus Bosch

Think about how the 
water can become your 
friend 

Get audiences to look at 
the world as 'Contemporary 
Hieronymuses'

Create and submit 
inspirational 
impressions and images

ABOUT BOSCH PARADE
Bosch Parade is the biennial floating parade in 
‘s-Hertogenbosch inspired by Hieronymus Bosch (1450-
1616). For the contemporary art event on and around 
the water, artists create new work to amaze, touch and 
connect people, as Bosch did 500 years ago and still does 
today. 

Our impact on society is that all our participants, creators 
and visitors learn to look at the world as ‘contemporary 
Hieronymuses’, making our existence a little more 
idiosyncratic and social. We believe that the creativity and 
imagination of the (works of) art and ideas of Hieronymus 
Bosch inspires people to be bold and transcend the 
normal, in the past, present and future. 
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co-makers, builders, painters, swimmers, actors, extras, 
musicians, dancers, choirs, etc., in the works. Also, it is 
fitting to involve a specific target group in the theme of 
‘contemporary demons’ in the preparations, realisation or 
performances. If you still need any ideas or inspiration, 
take a look at the palette. 
Bosch Parade is created together with the city. This 
means that the performance of a substantial number of 
works will be realised in collaboration with many others. 
We strive for inclusiveness by also forging less obvious 
partnerships with specific target groups. 
The community comes together in our ‘Garden of Earthly 
Delights’ during rehearsals and performance days.

The model project in the upcoming edition is David 
Bade and Tirzo Martha’s project with Stichting Loods. 
Stichting Loods offers the most vulnerable people in 
‘s-Hertogenbosch a place where they can be themselves, 
where they can work on structure, self-confidence and 
development. Together with the artists and students of 
Instituto Buena Bista and Sint Joost, they will build their 
work in the Garden of Earthly Delights. 

GARDEN OF EARTHLY DELIGHTS 
OPEN-AIR STUDIO
Prior to Bosch Parade, we will create a working and 
meeting place by the water from 23 May to 23 June 
2024. In this open-air studio and pop-up restaurant, our 
makers, performers and other participants will work and 
rehearse together on the realisation of Bosch Parade. It 
is also a place where the public is welcome to enjoy the 
building process and the works over a snack and a drink. 
After the editions of Bosch Parade end, there is a short 
closing ritual here in the twilight, to bring each day to a 
memorable close. 
Bosch Parade offers the opportunity to build in the Garden 
of Earthly Delights, linked to our education programmes 
for pupils aged 10-15. Interested? Then indicate this when 
submitting the plan. 
 

DEVELOP IDIOSYNCRATIC 
GESAMTKUNSTWERK
Bosch Parade is a parade and your work will relate to 
work in front and behind you. Bosch Parade behaves as 
an idiosyncratic Gesamtkunstwerk. Influences from other 
works can also enhance yours. So your work should not 
only be autonomous, but should be able to hold its own in 
a collaborative context. That context will only emerge for 
the first time during the rehearsals on 15 June 2024. 
 

WE COMMISSION PROFESSIONAL 
MAKERS
For each edition, Bosch Parade issues new commissions 
for visual work, composition and texts for both young 
and established talent. We invite professional makers of 
all ages, nationalities and orientations to showcase their 
imagination. We are open to all disciplines: visual artists, 
architects, social artists, choreographers, scenographers, 
directors, dramaturgs, lyricists, composers, dancers, 
circus artists, costume designers, lighting designers, 
filmmakers or any other artists. The maker has completed 
a relevant higher vocational training or three years of 
demonstrable work experience. We are drawn towards 
multidisciplinary makers, collectives and makers who 
dare to look beyond the boundaries of their own practice. 
We challenge professional makers to collaborate with our 
Bosch Parade Community of amateurs with or without 
experience. Amateurs who want to participate most join a 
professional maker. 

WE INVOLVE THE BOSCH PARADE 
COMMUNITY
Because we consider cooperation with the city important, 
we give preference to makers who want to involve 
others in their work and working methods through active 
cultural participation. This can be done by involving 
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COLLABORATING WITH OUR 
COMMUNITY?
There are a variety of groups in ‘s-Hertogenbosch and 
the surrounding area that would like to be engaged in the 
artists’ plans. Some of these groups have signed up in 
advance. They would like to be part of and/or collaborate 
on a project by an artist who makes a specific choice for 
them. We are looking for makers for two specific groups:  

• The ‘Helmonds Vocaal Ensemble’ is happy to take 
part in an art project. This ambitious, mixed chamber 
choir works on a project basis and consists of a 
minimum of 12 and a maximum of 24 singers. In 
particular, the HVE specialises in polyphonic (4-6-8 
voice) a cappella singing.

• C.O.C. - ‘s-Hertogenbosch division - will exist 50 years 
in 2025. Contemporary demons remain topical when 
it comes to LGBTIQ+: both due to pressure in society 
and complicated steps like coming out. Therefore, 
they are eager to work with an artist to realise a work 
that can pop up during and after Bosch Parade.

Want to collaborate with them? Mention it when you apply. 
If you’re looking for something different, let us know too.

ARE YOU YOUNG TALENT?
We guide young and recently graduated makers in 
realising work at Bosch Parade. Together with KOP from 
Breda, we offer an extensive talent programme with 
workshops and coaching. This programme is especially 
for artists up to 30. 
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OWN RESPONSIBILITY IS CENTRAL
The creator is responsible for the entire work, including 
those for all participants in the work. Bosch Parade is res-
ponsible for the event as a whole, including the collective 
image to the public.
 

WORKING ON WATER: PROMISING 
BUT CHALLENGING  
Working on water is unpredictable. Currents can be 
strong or disappear altogether. Gusts of wind can 
unintentionally turn any vessel into a large sailboat. Safety 
is always a concern. Propulsion and steering is essential 
and must not fail. The water really also offers fantastic 
opportunities for propulsion and it makes your work hyper 
photogenic. 
For safety, a float test may be required by Bosch Parade. 
The rehearsal on Saturday 15 June 2024 is explicitly to 
see if all the works make it to the end, the rehearsal on 16 
June is to see if they do so collectively. 
There are four bridges on our route. The lowest bridge has 
a clearance of 2.75m over a distance of 6m. Therefore, 
take into account the height of your work, or make sure 
you can adjust the height while sailing. 
 

PUBLIC EXPERIENCE 
Bosch Parade sails downstream on the Dommel River, 
1.4 kilometres from Wilhelminaplein to the Garden of 
Earthly Delights near the Citadel in ‘s-Hertogenbosch. 
The medieval fortified city is a stunning backdrop, 
and audiences therefore watch from different heights 
and even from the bridges. Bosch Parade has one 
performance per day and passes by the audience in one 
hour, so each work has 2-3 minutes of attention. Your 
work must fall into the cadence of the parade to keep 
the audience involved in the performance. This means 
your work is always seen within the context of the work 
before you and after you. The artistic team takes this into 
account when determining the sequence of works.

SUSTAINABILITY  
Take sustainability into account too, by using eco-friendly 
materials, propulsion on water using muscle power 
or electricity and recycling after the parade. Further 
development is a point of attention. We prefer to fund 
works that get a second (or third or fourth) life after Bosch 
Parade. 

STARTING PRINCIPLES AND PRECONDITIONS
INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY
Involving people requires attention. Ideally, invite them in 
advance (or use those already on the palette). The tip is to 
ask a project manager to help you, like a true community 
manager. Bosch Parade Café evenings are the meeting 
place for makers and co-makers in the preliminary stage. 
The Garden of Earthly Delights serves as a meeting place 
during building and performances. 

REIMBURSEMENT OF ARTWORK
A binding working budget will be determined on the basis 
of the approved plan (including production plan). This 
working budget consists of:

1. Fee, depending on the size and complexity, but at 
least complies with the Artist’s Fee Directive and the 
Fair Practice Code. 

2. Material and production costs, including costs for 
technique, such as sound amplification. 

3. Costs for hiring third parties, such as artists, project 
supervision or support in engaging a specific target 
group.

The project provides scope for organising additional 
sponsorship (of materials or otherwise). However, 
sponsorship is never allowed on the works and is only 
allowed in a way indicated by the organisation. Consult 
Bosch Parade before making arrangements with 
suppliers.

GUIDELINES
On average, the working budget for a work in Bosch 
Parade is €12,500. As a rule, large-scale works never cost 
more than €25,000. Small-scale works can be realised 
from €6,500. Within that budget, indicative material and 
production costs are €2,500 for a small-scale work built 
in your own workshop, up to €10,000 for a complex and 
large-scale work. All amounts mentioned are exclusive of 
VAT. 

OWNERSHIP  
The realised work remains the property of the creators 
after Bosch Parade. They are free to further exploit the 
work. Bosch Parade is open to supporting any further 
development wherever this is regarded as promising. The 
artists themselves are also responsible for storage or 
dismantling after the parade.

SURVIVAL GUIDE
Read much more in our Survival Guide! 
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SELECTION PROCEDURE
HOW DO YOU APPLY AND WHAT DO YOU SUBMIT?
Every edition, Bosch Parade receives more plans than it can accommodate. For a good selection, we therefore request 
the same information from every creator, including outline and elaboration of your plan and an explanation of your 
background. This is necessary so that the artistic team can get a good idea of your plan and its feasibility within our 
edition. 

Bosch Parade will select in two rounds. First, a shortlist of 
about 25 works will be made. We will talk to these makers 
about possible participation. An allowance of €500 per 
plan is available for the shortlisted makers. For this, a 
more extensive sketch design, presentation or additional 
documentation may be requested. Based on the shortlist, 
we will make the final selection. 

All submissions will be assessed by a wider selection 
team, consisting of an extensive artistic team; 

• Miesjel van Gerwen, artistic director Bosch Parade

• Sarah Moeremans, director & artistic director Het 
Zuidelijk toneel 

• Joachim Robbrecht, librettist & dramaturge 

• Lucas Kastelijn, visual artist & dramatist

• Aart Strootman, composer 

• Fenna Koot, visual artist 

• Meike Veldhuijsen, director KOP

Diversity aspects are considered in the selection, where 
we explicitly strive for a gender balance among the 
participating makers. 20% of the makers are young talent 
under 30 and 20% of the makers have a non-Dutch cultural 
background or are international. 

Unfortunately, we cannot promise (written) 
correspondence on the assessment of rejected plans. 

CHECKLIST
• Completed application form containing:

• basic personal data
• brief description of work
• action plan for work
• brief explanation of professional practice and 
 possible form of cooperation 
• motivation for participation 

• idea/ elaboration/ sketch/ description or other 
creative form that captures the imagination of your 
plan

• an image of your plan for communication

• budget/cost estimate of your plan

• CV (maximum 2 pages)

• art degree (if applicable)

• Portfolio in pictures (up to 10 pages)

To submit all documents, we ask you to complete a 
google form. To submit documents here, you need a 
google account. You can register here.

SELECTION & SELECTION COMMITTEE 
Bosch Parade will assess the submitted plans based on 
quality and originality, fitting the theme ‘Contemporary 
Demons’ and our palette, and appealing to a broad 
audience. We will also consider which works together 
form the strongest possible combination.

PROCEDURE AND DATES
Open Call opened   1 February - 19 April 2023
Deadline   Wednesday 19 April 2023 12:00 CET
First selection (shortlist) of 25 creators  Wednesday 10 May 2023
Interviews/questions to creators (if needed)  10-26 May 2023
Deadline additional information (if needed)  Wednesday 26 May 2023
Final selection   Wednesday 14 June 2023

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScGquaZUmaNK7Kfj_z3WXp-UZYfsCsv9tESe9JCx1vANA-L7Q/viewform
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IMPORTANT DATES BOSCH PARADE 
The listed dates and times for the development and performance of Bosch Parade are binding. If these do not fit into 
your diary, there is unfortunately no point in registering.

PREPARATIONS
Deadline  Open Call     Wednesday 19 April 2023 12:00 CET
Announcement of selection     Wednesday 14 June 2023
Bosch Parade makers’ meeting    5 October 2023 (14:00-18:00h)
Contracting      September - October 2023
Artistic coordination      November 2023 - January 2024
Start building own works     January 2024 - May 2024 

PERFORMANCES  
Opening Garden of Earthly Delights (for makers & community) Wednesday 22 May 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Public opening Garden of Earthly Delights   23 May - 23 June 2024
Transport Days       13 - 14 June 2024
Float testing (if deemed necessary)    23 May - 31 May 2024
Individual rehearsals by appointment   1 - 14 June 2024
Technical rehearsal     Saturday 15 June 2024 (9:00-18:00h)
Dress rehearsal       Sunday 16 June 2024 (15:00-17:00h)
Performance 1 (try-out with audience)   Tuesday 18 June 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Performance 2 (premiere)     Thursday 20 June 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Performance 3      Friday 21 June 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Performance 4      Saturday 22 June 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Performance 5 (matinee)     Sunday 23 June 2024 (15:00-17:00h)

DISMANTLING
Transport Days      24 - 25 June 2024   
Site handed over clean     Tuesday 25 June 2024 (18:00h)

OTHER DATES 
Bosch Parade Café 1      Tuesday 31 October 2023 (20:00-22:00h)
Bosch Parade Café 2     Thursday 7 March 2024 (20:00-22:00h)
Closing event for community    Sunday 23 June 2024 (18:00-20:00h) 
Bosch Parade evaluation café    Thursday 4 July 2024 (20:00-22:00h)



CONTEMPORARY 
DEMONS BP 2024

DEADLINE WEDNESDAY APRIL 19TH 2023 (12:00)

CONTACT & QUESTIONS
If you have any questions about the content or practical matters. Please contact Tessa van Helvoirt. 

She will make sure your question is forwarded to the appropriate person and is answered.

opencall@boschparade.nl

On our website, we publish answers to questions asked and - more importantly - 
our survival guide is available for download. 

www.boschparade.nl

To participate in our Open Call, we ask you to complete an online form. 
To submit documents here, you need a google account.

You can register here.

mailto:opencall%40boschparade.nl?subject=
http://www.boschparade.nl
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScGquaZUmaNK7Kfj_z3WXp-UZYfsCsv9tESe9JCx1vANA-L7Q/viewform

